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I.  Introduction 
 

The labels Fair Trade and free trade sound similar, but they are based on substantially different 
principles.1  One of Fair Trade’s underlying principles is that it promotes sustainability. Free trade 
agreements talk about sustainability but do not actively promote it.   Yet we can no longer afford to 
pursue trade that ignores its effects on the environment, U.S. citizens, and citizens of our trade partners.  
Therefore, it is time to pursue a different approach to trade.    

Various scholars have recognized the need to acknowledge that trade does not operate in 
isolation.  This discussion has led to development of the concept of the Triple Bottom Line: economy, 
social equity, and environment.2 The Triple Bottom Line is a tool to help companies and individuals 
pursue sustainable practices.  As Andrew W. Savitz and Karl Weber say in their book The Triple 
Bottom Line, “Sustainability in practice can be seen as the art of doing business in an interdependent 
world.”34  This paper explores how Fair Trade is related to the Triple Bottom Line.     

Fair Trade helps integrate the perspectives of various stakeholders affected by trade, not just 
shareholders.  It is based on practices and principles including fair wages, gender equity, safe living and 
working conditions, respect for cultural identity, transparency, and decisions by community groups.  If, 
through free trade, society were doing what it ought to do with respect to human beings, businesses 
would adhere to those practices and principles.   Fair Trade provides a way to stop and examine the way 
society conducts trade.  As a result, society is more likely to see what is harmful and make choices to do 
things in more sustainable ways. 

Fair Trade is not new.  The movement emerged in the aftermath of World War II as church 
organizations conducted sales of handicrafts in countries that were recovering from the devastation.5   
The movement was based on direct sales and spread to efforts to help others around the world living in 
poverty.6  In recent years, the movement has grown significantly, particularly in Europe.   Today, Fair 
Trade points toward ways to do things that are supportive of the Triple Bottom Line. 

This paper explains how application of Fair Trade principles provides a way for businesses to 
pursue sustainable trade.  Free traders have much to learn from the Fair Trade community, and free trade 
would be much fairer if it incorporated the principles of Fair Trade.  The principles of Fair Trade can 
lead to trade that supports the Triple Bottom Line.  Therefore, Fair Trade deserves attention and its 
principles should be integrated in the world of trade. 

This paper is not about choosing Fair Trade in lieu of free trade.   Rather, it is about integration – 
using principles of Fair Trade within the global free trade arena. To illustrate this need for integration, 
this paper refers to free trade agreements between the United States and its Southern trade partners in the 
Western Hemisphere.   

The prophesy of the Eagle and Condor, told by indigenous people of the Andes Mountains of 
South America, provides an instructive metaphor for the relationship between free trade and Fair Trade.7  
The Eagle represents reliance on the head and brain and manifests itself in materialism, technology, and 
the intellect.  Indigenous people say that many people in this world have gone too far in the direction of 
the Eagle.  The Condor represents reliance on the heart and attention to Pachamama (Mother Earth).8  
Those who live in traditional indigenous ways in the Andes of South America have stayed closer to the 



ways of the heart, as represented by the Condor.  The indigenous prophesy of the Eagle meeting the 
Condor says that, in terms of overall tendencies, it is time for the North and the South, the head and the 
heart, to meet and find the good in each other to protect the Earth and all sentient beings.   

This is not to say that everyone in the United States and other developing countries focuses 
exclusively on profits and materialism.  Nor is it to say that everyone in a developing country, such as 
Nicaragua or Ecuador, focuses on the heart, environmentalism, and care for the Earth. The ways of 
materialism and consumption have entered every country.  The message of the Eagle and the Condor is 
that human beings must integrate individual and societal tendencies to reach equilibrium, seeking the 
best of both.  In other words, this is about integration, not just a balancing of two sides of a scale.  
People must draw the best from both ways of approaching life as they interact with each other through 
trade. 

This parallels the need for a change in the way the United States relates to countries of Latin 
America through trade agreements.  It is important to harmonize the interests of companies based in the 
United States with the interests of individuals in the United States, businesses in trade partners, and 
citizens of U.S. trade partners. This has not been done, and this failure is a significant reason why the 
North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) and other free trade agreements are being 
questioned.9  For example, the Dominican Republic- Central American Free Trade Agreement (DR-
CAFTA or, more commonly, CAFTA) continues to meet serious criticism.10  Plans for the Free Trade 
Area of the Americas (FTAA)11 have stalled, and The U.S.-Colombia Free Trade agreement is on hold 
in the U.S. Congress.12 

All four of those agreements include language about sustainable development, and increasing 
numbers of people are talking about using the Triple Bottom Line to examine whether business activities 
promote sustainable development.13  Therefore, this paper discusses the components of the Triple 
Bottom Line.14  Multinational businesses speak of sustainable development with the implication that 
business growth must be perpetual.  Unfortunately, under the current free trade paradigm, growth leads 
to increasing consumption of limited natural resources.  Free trade, as it is being implemented under 
agreements such as NAFTA, ignores the interrelationships among economy, social equity, and 
environment. Moreover, although free trade promotes economic development by generating profits, 
those profits are not evenly distributed through society.  This overreliance on profits for some, with 
harm to social equity and environment, has created severe imbalances in the United States and its trade 
partners. 

The purposes of this paper are twofold.  First, it will show that Fair Trade, free trade, and law are 
integrally related.  Second, it will show that the principles of Fair Trade strongly support the Triple 
Bottom Line.  This, in turn, can help remedy the deficiencies of free trade agreements.  Fair Trade is not 
anti-trade, but it takes a far broader approach to trade than does free trade, incorporating multiple values, 
with profit being only one of them.  The multiple values promoted by Fair Trade support sustainability 
in meaningful ways.  

As interest grows in the Fair Trade movement, it is important to pay attention to its legal 
ramifications.  Fair Trade has earned a serious place in the world – a world that is increasingly 
globalized and that relies substantially on free trade in interactions between and among countries.  Yet 
only a limited number of law review articles have been published about Fair Trade.15  Therefore, this 
paper focuses on integration of Fair Trade and free trade.  Part II outlines the basic principles and history 
of Fair Trade.  Part III explores relationships among globalization, sustainability, and shifting 
perspectives on free trade agreements.  Part IV explains the Triple Bottom Line and that Fair Trade is 
trade that meets the criteria of the Triple Bottom Line.  Finally, Part V shows that the time is right for 
active and widespread application of Fair Trade principles.  Politically, the time is right to turn to Fair 
Trade principles.  They are one set of tools that can help guide toward trade that is sustainable.  It is all 
about equilibrium.  

 



II.  Context:  Basic principles and History of Fair Trade 
 
A.  What is Fair Trade? 
 

Fair Trade is a label for a process, not an end result.  Moreover, there is no universally accepted 
definition of Fair Trade, but the following is put forth by F.I.N.E., an information organization that 
includes four major Fair Trade networks:  Fairtrade Labeling Organizations International (FLO), the 
International Fair Trade Association, the European Fair Trade Association, and the Network of World 
Shops.16 

Fair Trade is a trading partnership, based on dialogue, transparency, and respect, that 
seeks greater equity in international trade.  It contributes to sustainable development by 
offering better trading conditions to, and securing the rights of, marginalized producers 
and workers – especially in the South.  Fair Trade [o]rganizations, backed by consumers, 
are engaged actively in supporting producers, awareness raising and in campaigning for 
changes in the rules and practices of conventional international trade.  Fair Trade 
products are produced and traded in accordance with these principles – wherever possible 
verified by credible, independent assurance systems.17 
There are many common practices and principles underlying Fair Trade.  Here is a survey of the 

most common ones.  First, Fair Trade promotes fair wages.18  In some cases, such as in the coffee 
industry, it does so by guaranteeing a minimum price for the product, regardless of market 
fluctuations.19  Second, Fair Trade often eliminates the middle people in the chain of distribution of 
goods, thus allowing retailers to direct more funds to producers.20  Third, Fair Trade emphasizes long-
term relationships with producers extending long beyond specific sales contracts.21  Fourth, Fair Trade 
emphasizes safe and decent working conditions.22   Fifth, Fair Trade recognizes the right to collectively 
organize and form trade unions.23  Sixth, it emphasizes cooperative workplaces.  Workers must make 
decisions for themselves.  They organize into democratic or cooperative associations, as is appropriate to 
the circumstances.24  Seventh, in general, Fair Trade avoids use of child labor.25  This is a complex 
topic, however.  For example, sometimes child labor is acceptable such as when a child works with his 
or her parents in a family business after school.  Eighth, it promotes environmental sustainability.26  Fair 
Trade food products are often, but not always, associated with organic food products.27  The terms are 
not synonymous, but organic principles promote similar goals:  safer working conditions for workers 
and care for the environment.  One source says that producers, at least in the coffee industry, prefer 
organic practices.28  Ninth, Fair Trade includes social premiums for cooperatives and communities to 
use to improve the lives of all community members.29  Tenth, it provides for public accountability 
through transparency.30    

Fair Trade started out with grass-roots, ground-up action by individuals and groups.  It continues 
to receive a lot of support within churches and charitable groups.  “More recently, [F]air [T]rade has 
moved on to use conventional retail and marketing methods across a range of tropical food products, 
looking for a wider impact on the ‘mainstream’ through supermarkets and sophisticated advertising 
campaigns.”31 

There are now over 2,000 Fair Trade – certified products available.32  They include foods such as 
coffee, tea, chocolate, sugar, almonds, and pecans.  Fair Trade goods also include clothing, furniture, 
home décor items, house wards, ceramics, and toys.   To provide a way to identify Fair Trade goods and 
set standards for use of the term “Fair Trade,” various organizations provide certification for Fair Trade 
goods, particularly Fair Trade foods.33   

 
B.  History of Fair Trade 
 



A review of the history of the Fair Trade movement is necessary in order to understand its 
relationship to free trade in a world of rapid globalization.  This summary of the history of the Fair 
Trade movement will discuss the key players and ideals that have pushed the movement into the 21st 
century. 

Fair Trade principles promote sustainable development as measured by the relatively new tool 
called the Triple Bottom Line.  Yet Fair Trade has a deep history preceding the days when sustainable 
development and the Triple Bottom Line became key phrases in public discussions.  During Fair Trade’s 
early days following World War II, its advocates emphasized an ideology of “social justice and equity in 
commercial relations.”34  The Sales Exchange for Refugee Rehabilitation and Vocation (SERRV) and 
Oxfam were pioneers in the movement when they began purchasing handicrafts from poor producers in 
developing nations and selling the products directly to consumers.35  These organizations were called 
Alternative Trade Organizations (ATOs).   

Since World War II, the Fair Trade movement has shifted from its original mission, which 
focused on help for people recovering from World War II, to a more broad commitment to helping 
people throughout the world.  Its original ideology has been expanded.36  The newer, broader 
commitment “highlight[s] the injustices facing the world’s poor and unequal trading relations that 
maintained this poverty.”37  During this expansion of Fair Trade, ATOs established World Shops in 
locations throughout Europe.38  The shops gave consumers an opportunity to buy handicrafts with a 
promise “to return a greater portion of the market price to Third World [developing nation] producers by 
eliminating intermediaries and providing a more direct route into Northern Markets.”39  By promoting 
better returns to the producers in developing nations, the ATOs developed a market for conscious 
consumers to buy goods that would improve the lives of the producers.  The shops were run by 
organizations including Traidcraft, Christian Aid, and Oxfam.40   

In addition to serving as an outlet for Fair Trade goods, the World Trade shops provided 
education about the “unfairness” of the world trade system.41  The World Shops and the ATOs operating 
them helped small producers find “export markets based on principles of commercial transparency, 
social justice, and community support.”42  These networks facilitated connections between Northern 
consumers and Southern producers.  For example, Twin Trading was a pioneer of the Fair Trade 
movement in the United Kingdom.43  Twin Trading set out to create trading links with countries that 
were not typically included in international trade at the time, such as Vietnam, Cuba, Nicaragua, and 
Mozambique.44  Twin Trading based its operations on developing relations between the North and South 
and focused on mutual advantage, independence of partners, and countering exploitative relations.45 

During the 1960s and the 1970s, the Fair Trade networks expanded in number and geography.46  
Thousands of World Shops were established throughout Europe.47  The movement also expanded its 
products to include commodities such as tea, coffee, and cocoa.48  As the Fair Trade movement gathered 
momentum, Fair Traders publicized and followed the motto “Think Globally, Act Locally.”49 

The United States did not adopt the Fair Trade model as quickly as European nations, but 
eventually U.S. groups started projects to sell products through catalogues and small shops.50  A pioneer 
Fair Trade organization in the United States is Ten Thousand Villages.51  Ten Thousand Villages has 
contributed to the growth in popularity of Fair Trade over the last thirty years, and it continues to be a 
flagship for Fair Trade in the United States.  The organization works to provide “vital, fair income to 
Third World people by marketing their handicrafts and telling their stories in North America.”52  
Additionally, Ten Thousand Villages seeks to “bring justice and hope to the poor, trade with artisan 
groups who pay fair wages and demonstrate concern for their members’ welfare, and provide consistent 
purchases, advances, and prompt final payments.”53  

Overall, Ten Thousand Villages exemplifies the core values of the Fair Trade movement.  It 
bases its business operations on the following nine principles: 

1. [It] honor[s] the value of seeking to bring justice and hope to the poor. 



2. [It] trade[s] with artisan groups who pay fair wages and demonstrate concern for their 
members’ welfare. 

3. [It] provide[s] consistent purchases, advances and prompt final payment to artisans. 
4. [It] increase[s] market share in North America for fairly traded handicrafts. 
5. [It] market[s] quality products that are crafted by underemployed artisans. 
6. [It] build[s] sustainable operations using a variety of sales channels, including a network 

of stores with a common identity. 
7. [It] choose[s] handicrafts that reflect and reinforce rich cultural traditions, that are 

environmentally sensitive and which appeal to North American consumers. 
8. [It] encourage[s] North American customers to learn about Fair Trade and appreciate 

artisans’ cultural heritage and life circumstances with joy and respect. 
9. [It] use[s] resources carefully and value[s] volunteers who work in [its] North American 

operations.54 
These reflect the principles of Fair Trade outlined earlier in this paper.55 

Equal Exchange is another major participant in the U.S. Fair Trade, and it was a pioneer in 
application of Fair Trade to food items.56  It is a worker-owned cooperative with a “top-to bottom pay 
ratio of three to one.”57  That means that the highest paid worker earns no more than three times that 
which the lowest paid worker earns.  Equal Exchange sets an example for sustainable business in that it 
has average annual sales growth of 24%.58  Overall, Equal Exchange proves that a “for-profit enterprise 
can be 100 [%] committed to Fair Trade and experience significant and sustained growth.”59 

As Fair Trade continued to grow through the 1980s, it became important to have a distinct way 
of distinguishing between goods that were Fair Trade and those that were not.  The first efforts to create 
a Fair Trade label were in the early 1980s by the Unión de Comunidades Indígenas de la Región del 
Istmo (UCIRI – Union of Indigenous Communities of the Isthmus Region), a cooperative of small coffee 
producers in the state of Oaxaca, Mexico.60  People from the Netherlands and Germany assisted the 
UCIRI.  Father Franz Vanderhoff was one of them.  He explained “We don’t want charity; we want a 
just market… Justice in the marketplace, that means that the cost of production at least has to be paid… 
the farmer has a family, he has to have upkeep of the family so that has to be part of the cost of [the] 
product.”61  

In 1988 the Max Havelaar Foundation in the Netherlands launched the first Fair Trade 
certification system.62  The foundation was named after “a fictional character in Dutch literature who 
was a champion of coffee farmers.”63  It “help[s] customers recognize a Fair Trade product [and] also 
[provides] an independent system to verify claims that a product was fairly traded.”64 

By the mid-1990s, organizations similar to the Max Havelaar Foundation joined forces to form 
the FLO, a “certification umbrella mandated to apply and monitor Fair Trade standards worldwide.”65  
TransFair USA and TransFair Canada are the FLO-authorized labels in the United States and Canada 
respectively.66 

 
III.  Globalization, Sustainability, and Shifting Views on Free Trade Agreements  
 

In response to NAFTA’s deficiencies, people throughout society are looking for better ways to 
do things.  Fair Trade provides principles that provide such better ways.  This section discusses the 
relationship between globalization and sustainability and the relationship between globalization and free 
trade.  It also explains how the Triple Bottom Line is used to measure sustainability and shows how 
NAFTA fails the three legs of this tool for evaluation. 

 
A.  Context:  Globalization, Sustainability, and Free Trade Agreements 
 



Globalization operates as a two-edged sword, bringing benefits and harms.  Free trade, which has 
been facilitated by globalization, also brings benefits and harms.  While it opens new markets for 
companies in developed and developing countries, it allows businesses from developed countries to take 
advantage of cheap labor, limited regulation, limited taxation, and cheap natural resources in developing 
countries. The costs of labor are an essential factor in business decisions.  A significant reduction in 
labor costs often results in moving U.S. factories to other countries, resulting in a loss of U.S. - based 
jobs.  This action of a “profitable business exploiting [the] international wage difference” is referred to 
as labor arbitrage.67  Labor arbitrage has been practiced for years, and its use has accelerated recently.  
Jack Welch, former CEO of General Electric, takes a highly favorable view of the practice suggesting 
“that the ideal factory would be on a barge that would move from country to country, taking advantage 
of the cheapest labor available at any given time.”68 

People in developing countries including Mexico, Nicaragua, China, and many others have been 
hurt by these practices.  Developing countries end up offering cheap labor, tax concessions, and other 
benefits to entice foreign investment, because those are the best tools they have to compete in a 
challenging world marketplace. For example, Nicaragua, a member of CAFTA, is working hard to 
entice companies to establish foreign investment in its maquiladoras. 69  In Nicaragua the minimum 
wage of 41 cents U.S. per hour is the standard in the maquiladoras. 70  The government sets a minimum 
monthly wage for each employment sector, but none of those minimums meets the $141 U.S. that 
Nicaragua’s government estimates is needed for a family of four to buy basic goods each month.71  
These low wages are a significant enticement companies. Emilio C. Noguera Cáceres, Asesor Laboral 
(labor assessor) for Managua’s free trade zone, acknowledges that he would like to offer higher paying 
jobs to his fellow Nicaraguans, but he has to face realities.72  The jobs at low wages are the best he and 
his colleagues can bring to his country at the present.73  Moreover, there is a race to the bottom as 
companies choose among developing countries seeking ever less expensive labor.  The owner of a 
maquiladora in Nicaragua simply says, “China can pay its workers less than what I’m legally required 
to pay these people.”74  The manager of a Nicaragua maquiladora says, “The [Triple Bottom Line] 
means nothing to the brands.  They only care about the wages.”75 

In addition, developing countries often give up taxes to entice foreign investment.  The largest 
free trade zone in Nicaragua is Las Mercedes in Managua, the capital city.76  In January 2007, the zone 
had 109 companies and 80,514 employees, and it accounted for 49% of the country’s total exports.77  
Many of the zones, including Las Mercedes, are state-owned.   The state provides huge tax incentives to 
private businesses that establish facilities in these zones. 78  Owners of maquiladoras pay virtually no 
taxes:  they are 100% exempt from income, municipal, property, capital gains, and sales tax.79  They are 
also 100% exempt from taxes on the importation of raw materials, equipment, machinery, and spare 
parts.80  By giving up taxes, a developing country gives up the income it needs to develop infrastructure, 
protect the natural environment, and institute social programs.  Free trade critics point to this when they 
say that free trade promotes a race to the bottom for wages, labor standards, and environmental 
protection.81    

 
B.  Free Trade Agreements Questioned 
 
 Western Hemisphere free trade agreements between the United States and partners in Latin 
America are begin questioned in the political arena.  For example, prior to his election in November 
2008, President Barak Obama said,  

I will work with the leaders of Canada and Mexico to fix NAFTA so that it works for 
American Workers.  I believe that NAFTA and its potential were oversold to the 
American people.  It has not created the jobs and wealth that were promised.  We can, 
and must, make trade work for American workers by opening up foreign markets to U.S. 
goods and maintaining strong labor and environmental standards.82  



The U.S.-Colombia FTA was negotiated in 2006.83   In April 2008 observers were surprised 
when the U.S. House of Representatives exercised its rights to change its rules, deciding to allow an 
unlimited number of days for consideration of the agreement.  Essentially, consideration of the 
agreement is “on hold” within that body.  There are many reasons for questioning the agreement.  For 
example, opponents say it will force small peasant farmers in Colombia out of business because they 
cannot compete with cheap imports of food from the United States, which subsidizes its farmers.84  This 
has happened in other developing countries partnering with the United States.  For example, low priced 
corn (subsidized by the U.S. government) has forced over a million small Mexican farmers out of 
business since 1994 when NAFTA took effect.85   Additionally, there are serious questions about labor 
rights and human rights in Colombia. 86   

 
IV.  The Triple Bottom Line and its Intersection with Fair Trade 
 

Many business managers are realizing that they must recognize the interconnected nature of our 
world and the multiple effects of their business decisions and actions. 

In today’s interconnected world, thinking about profits as if they were unrelated to the 
economic and social impacts of what you do to get them is shortsighted and 
counterproductive.   Social and environmental issues are creating risks and opportunities 
the fundamental playing field for individual firms, industries, and business itself.87 

This section describes the Triple Bottom Line, a concept developed by sustainability activist John 
Elkington.88   It recognizes the need to consider economic, social, and environmental impacts of 
business decisions.   
 
A.  Defining the Triple Bottom Line:  Economy, Social Equity, and Environment 
 

Measures of the economic leg of the Triple Bottom Line include (1) sales, profits and return on 
investment, (2) taxes paid, (3) monetary flows; and (4) jobs created.89  The environmental leg is 
evaluated according to (1) air quality, (2) water quality, (3) energy usage, and (4) waste produced.90   
The social equity leg is measured according to (1) labor practices, (2) community impacts, (3) human 
rights, and product responsibility.91   
 These measures are supported by voluntary programs as well as laws that are already in place.  
Most companies must comply with the 1980 Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation 
and Liability Act (CERCLA), also known as Superfund, which was amended in 1986.92  The Emergency 
Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act (EPCRA) is the 1986 amendment.93  It requires 
companies to issue annual reports on the types and amounts of hazardous materials they have on site or 
release into the environment.  Even though the law does not require the removal of hazardous materials, 
companies found it uncomfortable to have to tell employees and community members about these 
chemicals in their backyards.  “Between 1988 and 2003, the RTK law drove a 59 [%] reduction in the 
amount of hazardous chemicals stored on-site by U.S. companies, by far the most dramatic voluntary 
environmental improvement in history—all because of a simple disclosure requirement.”94 
 A voluntary program, the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI), “has become the world’s 
benchmark” for measuring, monitoring, and reporting corporate sustainability efforts.”95  It includes 
eleven reporting principles used to produce a Triple Bottom Line report, and it has issued series of 146 
indicators to be measured and evaluated.96  The system is modeled after “generally accepted accounting 
principles (GAAP), which were established as a way of codifying, simplifying, and unifying disparate 
and occasionally conflicting accounting methodologies.”97  Thus, the GRI puts Triple Bottom Line 
reporting into a format that is comparable to financial reporting, striving for “clarity, accuracy, 
usefulness, comparability, and influence” with those who review the reports.98   
 



B.  Fair Trade:  Trade that Promotes the Triple Bottom Line 
Fair Trade principles and practices coincide with the principles and indicators of the Triple 

Bottom Line.  Thus, it provides a way to make trade sustainable, and it can help counteract the ill effects 
of free trade.   

First, Fair Trade meets the economic leg of the triple bottom line in numerous ways.   It creates 
jobs that allow workers to gain a living wage, not just subsistence.  Monetary flows come from the 
“ground up.”  Less money goes to a middle person; thus workers improve their lives and those of their 
families.  When people earn a living, they enter the ranks of those who are able to contribute to society 
through payment of taxes.  When a social premium is paid to communities through Fair Trade, more 
funds come through the community to meet basic needs including water, sewage treatment, and schools.  
An emphasis on long-term relationships also contributes to economic stability.  This counteracts one of 
the harmful trends promoted by free trade agreements:  companies moving from country to country 
seeking ever cheaper labor and causing economic upheaval as they move elsewhere.99   

Second, Fair Trade meets the environmental leg of the Triple Bottom Line through its emphasis 
on sustainability.  Organic products protect the natural environment as well as workers.  For example, 
Fair Trade food products such as coffee, cocoa, and bananas are often organic.100   “[F]air [T]rade farms 
rely mainly on biological or organic fertilizers and natural pest control.”101  Workers and families are 
safer because they are not exposed to toxic pesticides.  Simultaneously, the land, water, and air are 
protected.  Additionally, Fair Trade farms plant cocoa or coffee with shade and fruit trees.  This 
promotes biodiversity, encouraging insects, plants, animals, and birds to form a more natural ecosystem.  
This helps prevent erosion of top soils, too.102  

Third, Fair Trade meets the social equity leg of the Triple Bottom Line in multiple ways 
including recognition for labor unions, avoidance of child labor (under most circumstances),103 safe and 
clean working conditions, and fair wages.  Moreover, the social premium paid to Fair Trade 
organizations for their collective projects promotes social equity in addition to bringing funds into the 
community (the economic leg).  Fair Trade’s emphasis on democratic organization (including 
transparency and self-determination) also contributes to social equity.   

Just as Triple Bottom Line recognizes interrelationships among economics, social equity, and 
environment, many of the individual principles and practices of Fair Trade promote more than one leg of 
the Triple Bottom Line.   Fair wages help the economy and promote social equity.   Long-term 
relationships promote economic stability and social equity.  Overall, Fair Trade brings in values that are 
left by the wayside under free trade agreements and moves businesses and society toward sustainable 
development as defined by the Triple Bottom Line.   

 
V.  The Time is Right:  Seeking Equilibrium through Sustainable Practices 
 
A.  The Doors Are Opening:  A Valuable Movement at the Right Time 
 

Political leaders are recognizing the need for a change in trade policy.  For example, U.S. 
Senator Sherrod Brown responded to proposals to deal with the U.S. annual trade deficit of $800 billion, 
saying, “It takes real change in trade policy – labor and environmental standards that will raise living 
standards at home and abroad, …and no more NAFTAs and other corporate trade deals.  We need more 
trade – but under a very different set of rules that work for our families and our communities.”104   

Many U.S. Congresspeople are actively looking at Fair Trade.  For example, it was reported that 
in the November 2008 U.S. elections, “at least [forty-one] new [F]air [T]raders were elected to House 
and Senate Seats, which represent a net gain of [thirty-three] in Congress’ overall economic justice 
contingent.” 105 “This comes on top of the [thirty-seven] net fair-trade pick-ups in the 2006 
congressional elections.”106     



Moreover, this coincides with the trend toward community involvement and grass roots action, 
green economy, and sustainable development movements.  For example, Paul Hawken describes a 
worldwide movement of people working to heal the planet.107  Andrew R. Edwards describes how 
society is on the cusp of a sustainability revolution.108  Edwards presents an alternative that supports 
economic viability and healthy ecosystems by modifying consumption patterns and implementing a 
more equitable social framework.109    

 
B.  Fair Trade Principles Guide Us toward Equilibrium in All Trade 
 

Fair Trade’s principles and practices support the Triple Bottom Line, but Fair Trade is not the 
same as the Triple Bottom Line.  Fair Trade promotes a new paradigm.  As one Fair Trade advocate 
says, “The point is to restore to trade its essential purpose—either it enhances human well-being as a 
whole or it is a useless enterprise that enriches some, impoverishes many more, and gets us all precisely 
nowhere.”110 Fair Trade is a complements the Triple Bottom line by promoting human rights within the 
context of trade. It helps producers help themselves, and is, therefore, the antithesis of charity.  It treats 
producers with the dignity they deserve.   

Fair Trade enables individuals to take steps, one purchase at a time, to make the system fair.  At 
Fair Trade stores, artisans are highlighted by including with the product a picture of the artisan and 
words about his or her life.  This allows potential customers to see the human beings behind the 
product.111   A connection is made between the producer and the consumer, allowing the consumer to 
see the producer as a fellow human being.   

The current, complex world trade system has evolved over centuries.  Its ill effects cannot be 
eliminated with any one tool nor can they be eliminated instantaneously.  Meaningful change will be 
gradual.   Fair Trade is one set of tools that can help work toward a fairer and more just trade system that 
will be truly sustainable.  In other words, it is one piece of the spider web of steps to build a new 
paradigm in trade.  It empowers individuals to do something each day to create a more sustainable 
world.  People want to do the right thing.  Fair Trade helps open people’s eyes to the consequences of 
their specific purchases and free trade overall. As Fair Trade spreads and more people see its benefits, it 
could, and should, become a norm.   

 
VI.  Conclusions  
 

The Triple Bottom Line is tool for measuring whether businesses are promoting the economy, 
social equity, and environment through their actions.   When businesses stop to look and measure the 
effects of their actions, businesses are far more likely to do the right thing.  This is illustrated by the fact 
that storage of hazardous substances has been significantly reduced as a result of EPCRA.   Similarly, by 
implementing the Triple Bottom Line, companies are being prompted to promote sustainability in 
meaningful ways.  Fair Trade is all about principles and practices that align businesses with the Triple 
Bottom Line.   In short, Fair Trade allows society to come back to trade that is truly fair.  

The Triple Bottom Line recognizes interconnectedness by looking at the links among economy, 
social equity, and environment.   The current free trade system, as exemplified by NAFTA and free trade 
agreements modeled on it, fails to promote sustainability.  In contrast, the Fair Trade movement can help 
individuals and businesses create trade practices and relationships that are truly sustainable for the 
future.     

To some people, Fair Trade may appear to be a new practice based on a new paradigm, but it is 
not new.  The movement goes back to the closing days of World War II.  In practice its principles help 
individuals and businesses return to what they know they ought to be doing in their interactions with 
other human beings.   Fair Trade is a reintegration of the values of fairness and equity that people 
throughout the United States espouse.   The movement reflects the view of indigenous people of the 



Andes:  They say it is time for the Eagle and the Condor to fly together, integrating the head and the 
heart.  When business leaders and consumers face the environmental, social, and economic 
consequences of conventional trade, their heart-oriented traits are likely to surface.  Business leaders can 
harmonize the good parts of business with the more heart-oriented traits of Fair Trade.  Individuals who 
purchase Fair Trade products put their values into action with each purchase.  In short, Fair Trade 
provides a useful set of tools that promote a shift toward trade that is truly fair to all human beings and 
all of the Earth.  
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